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Mcdodo HP-4080 in-ear, wired headphones, lightning (black)
Mcdodo  HP-4080  headphones  is  a  wired  audio  device  that  combines  clear  and  powerful  sound  with  modern  design  and  convenience.
Thanks  to  the  use  of  dynamic  diaphragms and  a  frequency  response  range  from 20  to  20000  Hz,  they  guarantee  high  quality  sound
reproduction,  both in low and high tones.  A sensitivity of  96 dB and an impedance of  32Ω ensure optimal  volume and clarity,  making
them ideal for everyday listening to music, podcasts or during phone calls.
 
Elegance and durability
The  HP-4080  headphones  feature  a  sleek  aluminum  finish,  which  not  only  gives  them  a  modern  look,  but  also  provides  increased
durability.  The gold-plated contacts  are resistant  to  abrasion and oxidation,  which translates into a long-lasting and stable connection
quality. In addition, the cable, reinforced with braided nylon, is not only aesthetically pleasing, but also resistant to bending and damage,
which significantly extends the life of the headphones.
 
Functionality at your fingertips
The integrated directional microphone and built-in remote control make it easy to adjust volume, answer and end calls, and control music
playback without having to reach for the device. This makes the headphones extremely practical to use, whether during physical activity
or in a quiet home environment.
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Compatibility and ease of use
The headphones are compatible with devices equipped with a Lightning connector, making them an ideal choice for users of iPhones and
other  Apple  devices.  The  Plug  &  Play  standard  guarantees  simplicity  of  connection  -  simply  plug  the  headphones  into  your  device  to
enjoy high-quality sound instantly.
 
	Manufacturer
	McDodo
	Manufacturer code
	HP-4080
	Length
	120cm
	Weight
	16g
	Color
	black
	Type of headphones
	In-ear
	Diaphragm type
	Dynamic
	Connector
	Lightning
	Frequency response
	20 - 20000 Hz
	Sensitivity
	96 dB
	Impedance
	32Ω
	Microphone
	Yes
	Volume control
	Yes
	Finish
	Aluminum , gold-plated contacts , nylon
	Compatibility
	Devices with Lightning connector

Preço:

€ 19.00

Audio, Headphones, Wired
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